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Report by the Director-General 

In accordance with Rule 87 of the Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly, the records 
of the plenary meetings are first produced in provisional form, containing the statements of 
the participants in whichever of the A s s e m b l y ' s four working languages they were delivered. 
After delegates have had an opportunity of sending in amendments to the texts, the verbatim 
records are edited and translated into English, French, Russian and Spanish and then published 
in the Official Records series, along with the summary records of the committees of the Health 
Assembly, in separate editions for each working language. 

The Director-General has considered present methods of producing the verbatim records in 
the light of the need to achieve economies wherever possible in the work of the Health Assembly 
without detriment to its efficiency. In this connexion, he draws the attention of the 
Executive Board to the decision of the UNESCO General Conference in 1964 to abandon the 
practice of publishing the verbatim records in separate editions in all its working languages 
and, instead, to publish them in a single quadrilingual edition, speeches in English, French, 
Russian and Spanish being published in those languages, but speeches in Russian and Spanish 
being in addition accompanied by an English translation in the record of one meeting and by a 
French translation in that of the next. With the adoption by U N E S C O of Arabic as a working 
language in 1968, the quadrilingual version has become a quinquelingual one, Arabic being 
treated like Russian and Spanish, i.e. translated into English and French for alternate 
meetings. If a delegate makes a speech in any other language he has, as in WHO, to provide 
a translation in English or French and the verbatim record contains the translation but not 
the original. This practice does not appear to have given rise to any difficulties in UNESCO 
and the Director-General therefore proposes that it should be adopted by WHO, 

Financial implications of publishing the verbatim records in a single edition 

If the U N E S C O practice was adopted by W H O there would be savings in editing, translation, 
typing, printing, and binding. To take as an example the verbatim records of the T w e n t y -
sixth World Health Assembly, the requirement that they should appear in all the working 
languages meant that 1230 pages were translated within W H O and some 600 under contract for the 
four separate editions. If the U N E S C O system had been in force, 120 pages would have been 
translated within W H O affording a saving of 275 translator-days or approximately U S $ 41 000, 
and no outside help would have been required through contractual services. Moreover, although 
the number of copies of the quadrilingual edition printed would probably be m u c h the same as 
the total of the four editions in English, French, Russian and Spanish, and although the 
summary records would have to.be published as a separate volume, it is estimated that, at 1974 
costs, there would have been a saving in printing costs of about U S $ 3700. There would also 
have been a saving in editing, proof-reading, and typing, and it is estimated that the total 
savings would have been in the neighbourhood of U S $ 50 000, It should be noted that, since 
they mostly affect established posts, the savings would be reflected less in the budget of the 
Health Assembly than in th© greater capacity of the translators and other staff m e m b e r s to 
meet the tasks required of them and in the reduced need for temporary assistance during the 
year. 
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Effect of publishing the verbatim records in a single edition 

T h e publication of the verbatim records of the Health Assembly would have no effect 
on the documents issued during the Assembly. The provisional verbatim records, the 
provisional summary records of the committees, the Journal, etc, would all continue to 
appear in the same form as heretofore. The final verbatim records, however, appearing 
several m o n t h s after the meeting of the Health Assembly, would no longer be published along 
with the summary records of the committees but as a separate volume in the Official Records 
feries. T h e summary records of the committees would appear as four separate volumes in the 
four working languages. The verbatim records of the plenary meetings appearing as a single 
m u l t i l i n g u a l volume could be read entirely by someone with a knowledge of English and French. 

Implementation of the proposal 

If the Health A s s e m b l y agrees to this proposal, it will be implemented without delay. 
Instead of four volumes being published after the meeting of the Twenty-eighth World Health 
A s s e m b l y containing the verbatim records of the plenary meetings and the summary records of 
the committees in the four working languages, a single volume containing the verbatim records 
in the original languages (along with the translations of the Russian and Spanish as indicated 
above) and four volumes of summary records will be published in the four working languages. 


